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Smart Path takes an automated, holistic
approach to patient-centered healthcare
to improve the experience for patients
and healthcare professionals.

SMART PATH

Our Principles
Smart Path has been developed out of the need for a modern
healthcare platform that is effective, affordable and reliable.
We’ve built Smart Path on the following guiding principles:
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Through a centralised hub and information pathways, Smart Path facilitates
a patient’s journey through your healthcare system, while making it possible
for all stakeholders to access and share vital information. This streamlines
the relationships between primary and secondary care, hospital services
and support care, allowing your health professionals to focus on what
really matters - saving lives.

A shared commitment to patient-centered care
A collaborative and participative experience with shared responsibility
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An integrated, seamless, and holistic systems approach
A result and outcome oriented approach from the outset
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Forward-thinking with continuous feedback and improvement
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Features
& Benefits

Manage an unlimited number of patients with our Unique Global Identifier system
Input, access and share data within an intuitive, user-friendly interface
Use Patient Pathways to follow patients across various health care journeys in real-time
Facilitate relationships between primary and secondary care, specialists and support services

Advanced Options
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Smart Path enhances
your health care
procedures with the
following:

Use automated reminders and status features to manage any workload
Keep track of estimated and current costs associated with any Patient Pathway
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MOANA, Sione

04 / 12 / 1953

19531204MM0018
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JONES, Rachel

30 / 11 / 1976

19761130FJ0456
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LA'ASAGA, Michael

30 / 11 / 1922

19221130ML0115
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Work with us to build in Custom Pathways and features to suit your unique needs

FAIFAITUPE, Joe

16 / 07 / 1954

19540716MF0036

View

Support various decision processes and workflows with comprehensive features

FOX, Alex

04 / 12 / 1970

19701204MF0792
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Optionally, set up a Whole of Systems approach across multiple hospitals and services

BROWN, Sarah

30 / 11 / 1922

19221130FB0113
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Manage key information on the go with your smart phone, tablet, or laptop
Specify different user levels for authorised access to protect each patients conﬁdentiality
Track changes made across the platform for system-wide transparency

SMART PATH

While a Patient Pathway can be initiated at any point along a patient's journey
through the healthcare system, the Patient themselves is always the common
and most important factor. Thus, each Pathway always starts with the patient,
and follows their health care journey.

At a Glance
1. Patients;
Patient Needs

5. Support Services;
Follow-Up Care

2. Primary Care;
General Practitioners

1. Patients; Patient Needs

4. Hospital Services; Patient Treatment

A patient will have health care needs to be addressed.

Your hospital and staff will assess patient needs

Based on our approach, this is where the patient’s conceptual

and provide treatment and services.

journey through the health care system begins.

Using Smart Path, your staff will be able to track
status, liaise with specialists, manage notes, and

2. Primary Care; General Practitioners

SMART PATH

Patients will see their GP, who will address their initial needs.

Automated Healthcare

Based on your Smart Path setup, at this point a GP may be able
to initiate a Patient Pathway to start tracking, sharing and
automating key information.

3. Specialist Care; Secondary Input
At this point, specialists will assist with targeted treatment.

4. Hospital Services;
Patient Treatment

automate reminders with ease.

3. Specialist Care;
Secondary Input

5. Support Services; Follow-Up Care
Support services will help the patient improve,
and make a better recovery.
Even once the patient has left the hospital,
Smart Path can be used to keep everyone in the
loop, making sure the patient is being well cared

Smart Path makes it possible for specialists to liaise with GP’s,

for - with automated reminders for anything

and/or hospital staff to manage and track key data with ease,

from days, to months down the track.

as well as uploading attachments.

How Smart Path Works

Pathways

The Smart Path Healthcare system provides a web platform for health
professionals and others to login and manage Patient Pathways. With various
tools for adding and sharing data, uploading attachments, setting automated
reminders and more, Smart Path revolutionises Patient Pathways. With the
click of a mouse, staff can be given different levels of access, and patients
and their families can also be given personal logins.

One central feature of Smart Path is the ability to create and

track the status (active, inactive, or on hold)

follow Pathways for each patient. A Pathway can be created

track the urgency as it changes (urgent/semi/non)

for any procedure from Elective Surgery, Visiting Specialists,
Overseas Referral Treatment, or any other service. Pathways

Pathway features allow you to:

red flag urgent cases for immediate action

allow staff to add and share notes, upload attachments, track

track current and estimated costs

costs, set reminders and more.

add and share notes with other users

Pathways can either be General Pathways so that staff can
track and share notes over time, or they can be Custom
Pathways so that staff can share notes and track patient

upload and share ﬁles/attachments
send summary emails with a few clicks
set automated reminders for future use

status through various steps.

Customisation
The power of Smart Path is not only in the advanced features, it is in the ability for you to customise any
aspect of the platform. We are able to work with you to program in Custom Pathways and to develop
unique features. Some of the features that could beneﬁt your Smart Path setup may include custom
analysis and advanced reporting, comprehensive medical coding, linking to external systems and support
services, or anything else that will empower your staff and patients.
Total information control is built directly into the platform. Based on your setup, Smart Path makes it possible
for you to authorise patients to access speciﬁc information about their own Pathways. This allows them to
keep on top of their own health care, stay healthy, and stay out of hospital.

Find out more
For more information, visit smartpathhealthcare.com,
or contact one of our representatives below:
Office, New Zealand

Isaac Rolfe, Director

Alex Osborn, Technical Lead

Tania Wolfgramm, Advisor

info@smartpathhealthcare.com

isaac@smartpathhealthcare.com

alex@smartpathhealthcare.com

tania.wolfgramm@middlemore.co.nz

+64 9 974 2283

+64 21 125 8889

+64 21 111 8564

+64 21 798 458
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IDESIGN MEDIA also powers:
Financial Platforms, such as:

Membership Platforms, such as:

- LIFTOFF

- MotivateMe NZ

Branding, Websites and Applications for
small, medium and large clients across
the Paciﬁc, such as:

Indicative Pricing

- Counties Manukau DHB

- Subdivision Solutions

- Pacific Health Development

- Jet Cleaning

Pricing for the Smart Path platform varies according to the needs of your setup, features, and customisation.

- Oceania Football Confederation

- V8 Trike Chauffeurs Fiji

You can visit our website for indicative pricing, and we will be happy to discuss how we can work together to

- Phoenix Organic Drinks

- Noni Energy Tahiti

develop a great value solution that suits your health care setup and unique needs.

- The Fresh Grower

- NZ Hothouse

- Evergreen Insurance

- and more...

For more information and indicative examples of pricing, visit smartpathhealthcare.com/pricing
Visit idesignmedia.co.nz for more info
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